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WELCOME
The News Capsule is a
semesterly ASP-sponsored
newsletter. We always
welcome any suggestions
or comments about how to
improve the newsletter. If you
have any ideas or if
you would like to submit
an article, please send an
e-mail to the following
address:

Strong Start for Pacific
Students in 2011

newscapsule@googlegroups.com

Your editors,
Vivian Lee,
Michael Markham,
Diane Suen,
Christine Vo
Photo by Elizabeth Chang
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On Tuesday January 25th, Jon
Roth, CEO of CPhA, visited the
Pacific pharmacy campus to speak
about his vision for CPhA and how
this vision ties into the CPhA policy
process. Mr. Roth, who was welcomed
by about 70 pharmacy students and
pharmacists, was accompanied by
CPhA Staff Veronica Van Orman and
Erin Moeller. Mr. Roth spoke to
students and pharmacists alike about
how he plans to promote the
pharmacy profession at the state
capital. Mr. Roth also instructed
students on what they could do now to
advocate for the pharmacy profession.
“I could tell from Mr. Roth’s
presentation that he had a plan on
how to make the pharmacy voice
heard to legislators,” says Jan Zhang,

CPhA Policy Forum: Mr. Jon Roth, CEO of
CPhA, speaks to Pacific pharmacy students
about his vision for CPhA

’13. “He genuinely cares about my
future as a California pharmacist.”
Mr. Roth’s presentation was
followed by Dr. Nancy DeGuire, the
immediate past CPhA Speaker-of-theHouse and Assistant Dean of External
Relations at the Thomas J. Long
School of Pharmacy and Health
Sciences. Dr. DeGuire described the
background of the House of Delegates,
and the new policies pending adoption
in the 2011 House of Delegates. These
policies, if approved, would affect the
pharmacy profession for years to
come.
Professionalism, elegance, and
leadership were themes of Pacific’s
i n a u g u r a l L e a d e r s h ip D i n n e r
ASP (Continued on page 2)
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sponsored by Target and hosted
by ASP. This Etiquette Dinner,
which took place on the night of
February 25th, matched secondyear Pacific pharmacy students
with pharmacists in their
prospective specialized field of
pharmacy. The 5-course meal was
accompanied by dining etiquette
lessons explaining the proper
formalities typical of company
dinners. Throughout the evening,
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Target representatives Dr. Amir
Khan ’98 and Onna Poeter
presented interview tips and
suggested conduct that would
impress recruiters. The event was
a huge success and served about
100 students and pharmacists,
who thoroughly enjoyed a nice
evening
of
networking,
leadership, and professionalism.
On February 26th, Pacific
hosted its second annual Black
History Month Health Fair in

Photo by Elizabeth Chang

Black History Health Fair: Pharmacy Students Everett Yano ’13 and Vivian Lee ’13
screen patients for cholesterol abnormalities
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order to both serve the Stockton
African American community and
promote February as Black
History Month. At this health
fair, Pacific pharmacy students
provided blood pressure and blood
glucose screenings, as well as
immunization vaccines, for the
public. Pacific students also
offered
visitors
health
information, such as smoking
cessation and breast cancer
awareness information. It was a
great way to promote the
pharmacy profession and help an
underserved community in
Stockton.
ASP’s Legislative Committee
hosted its annual Legislative
Dinner on April 25th. Pacific have
the pleasure of welcoming guest
speakers Dr. Eric Gupta,
immediate past CPhA President,
and Dr. Jason Bandy, CSHP
Legislative advocate, as they
inspired students to advocate for
the pharmacy profession through
legislation. This event served to
inform students on the
importance
of
student
particip ation in ph armacy
legislation and the necessity of
dialoguing with legislators about
pharmacy related issues.

Grooming a Prospective Class of 2014:
AMCP-Pacific’s Annual Mentorship Event
Justin Warren
AMCP Finance Officer

On Saturday, March 5th, the
Academy of Managed Care
Pharmacists (AMCP) Board
and Mentor-Mentee Committee
hosted the annual Mentee
workshop. Students from many
different
undergraduate
institutions who are interested in
attending pharmacy school were

invited. Undergraduate students
from UC Davis, Sacramento
State,
San
Francisco
State, UC Merced, and UC
Berkley were in attendance.
The event hosted a panel of
current pharmacy students from
the
University
of
the
Pacific to give insight to
prospective pharmacy student on
life as a pharm student and their
unique experiences with the
application and acceptance
process. The event also held three

workshops where participants
were able to receive individual
feedback on their personal
statements, resumes, and their
interview skills from current UOP
pharmacy school students.
AMCP- Pacific would like to
thank all of our members that
helped make this event a
success. A special thanks to the
Mentor-Mentee Committee for
their efforts in organizing and
proctoring this event.

N e ws C a psule
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From Dream to Reality: A Senior Prom for Seniors

Photo by Diane Vu

Photo by Long Vo

Left: Senior couples enjoy themselves on the dance floor.
Right: Bryan Lam shows his date a good time.

Elisa Ta & Long Vo
ASCP-Pacific VP & Co-Chair of Public Relations

ASCP-Pacific continues to
extend its services to the
community through various
health fairs. This winter, we
provided bone mineral density
and memory decline screenings at
the Phi Delta Chi Multicultural
Health Fair, VNCARES Pacific
Family Health Fair and Kappa
Psi-Phi Delta Chi Health Fair. In
addition to serving the Stockton
and Lodi communities, we also
had the pleasure of serving
community members in Millbrae
at Royal Pharmacy. We look
forward to creating more
memories and impacting our
community through the upcoming
Children’s Awareness Carnival
and NCPA’s Women’s Day Health
Fair.
We have taken a step further
in our endeavor of improving the
health of senior citizens and
promoting healthy living. The
idea of Senior Prom stemmed in

September 2010 and after six
months of planning, it manifested
in a success, drawing nearly 100
senior citizens from senior living
centers and community centers
throughout Stockton.
Jazz music echoes in the
ballroom, smiles dazzle as white
as the hair atop the heads of those
dancing the night away. ASCPPacific’s Inaugural Senior Prom
reached out to Stockton’s
community touching their hearts
while adding years to their lives
and life to their years.
As senior citizens began to
trickle into the Don and Karen
DeRosa University Center, they
were escorted to the ballroom by
our very own students. Ladies
were bestowed with corsages and
photographed with their
sweethearts whether it was their
spouse, good friend, or one of our
lovely volunteers. Each prom
photo was framed and given as a
keepsake.
The night started off slow as
the seniors began to mingle,
sharing nostalgic conversation

over extraordinary hors d’oeuvres
catered by Bon Appétit; however,
once the Award Winning 17member Pacific Jazz Ensemble
directed by Professor Patrick
Langham—that graciously
volunteered its time—began its
big band sound, the dance floor
came alive. Many of the
volunteers were surprised at how
fluid, sharp, and upbeat these
seniors were. The seniors truly
showed us that like learning how
to ride a bike, you never forget
how to dance.
Jarod You, a 2nd year, was
personally touched by his
interactions. As he recalled, “This
lady, who had a walker, didn’t
think she could dance so just
wanted to talk to me for a bit.
After a while, her friends
encouraged her to dance and she
did. I couldn’t believe it…I
thought it was a miracle that she
didn’t need her walker.”
Special thanks to Flowers
Heritage Foundation, Safeway,
Arte Floral, Charter Way Florist,
ASCP (Continued on page 4)
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Hello CSHP Members, We Appreciate You!
Camille Camargo
CSHP-Pacific Secretary

Photo by Lauren Ujihara

1st year Matt Kamada’s beaming face as
he dons his new Student Pharmacist
Grand Champion belt to the tune of Eye
of the Tiger.

CSHP Members were the stars
during the annual CSHP Member
Appreciation Day on March 10,
2011. Held at the UC Ballroom,
the lasagna-filled galore was
marked by sweet treats and fun
games.
The event started with
homage to the members and their
achievements throughout the
year. Pictures from the CSHP
Seminar in San Francisco, health
fairs and symposiums were
shown; a nostalgic look to the
achievements CSHP-Pacific has
done. This was followed by games
for the members to entertain
them throughout the night. Some
of the games included a group
quiz about hospital pharmacy and
the school’s professors; this was

later followed by a game called
Drug Pictogram. CSHP couldn’t
have ended the night better with
the Pill-counting game—we are
pharmacists of course! Matt
Kamada, 1st year student, won
that night and not only garnered
the indispensable talent to count
properly (hooray!) but owned the
bragging rights to be called
Student Pharmacist Grand
Champion.
“As such a large and broadlyfocused organization, CSHP
sometimes lacks the sense of
intimacy and unity enjoyed by
other groups on campus. But I
felt that Member Appreciation
Day afforded us an evening of
simply delighting in each other’s
company…I hope the event will
continue to grow..,” says CSHP
Webmaster Daniel Lieu.
President Tracy Joy King

ASCP (Continued from page 3)

CHSP (Continued on page 6)

Left: ASCP-Pacific’s 20102011 Executive Board
exemplifies the power of
teamwork and dedication

El Dorado Florist, J and S
Flowers, and San Francisco Floral
for their generous donations. We
would like to express our
appreciation
for
Dean
Oppenheimer and Drs. DeGuire,
Woelfel, Patel, and Sherman for
gracing us with their presence.
Lastly, without the unwavering
support from our student
volunteers, our event would not
have been possible. Thank you for
your admirable altruism.
ASCP-Pacific set out to
encourage the senior community
to be active and healthy. The
senior community did more than
be active, they had fun doing it.
An attendee wrote to us stating,
“This ‘Senior Prom’ was better
than our first one—59 years ago.”
Photo by Diane Vu
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Japan Needs Our Help
Marlyn Nicolas
IPSF 1st year Co-Chair

On March 11, 2011, an 8.9magnitude earthquake hit Japan,
unleashing treacherous tsunami
waves over the northeastern part
of the country. It was the biggest
earthquake Japan has had in one
hundred years. Currently, the
missing or dead body count has
reached 26,000 people in two
weeks’ time. Survivors have lost
their homes, friends, and loved
ones. Pictures from updated news
reports still show the country in
ruins. Japan needs our help.
This month, IPSF and HSCF
partnered up to answer this
desperate call for assistance. By
doing some research online, we
found that the best way to help
Japan was to provide monetary
donations. At this time, nothing
else was being collected.
We
decided to donate to the “Japan
Earthquake Tsunami Relief
Fund” set up by the GlobalGiving
Foundation.
The monetary

Photo by Ben Wang

IPSF Co-Chairs selling Thai Tea for $1 donations outside the Rotunda

donations would be disbursed
among organizations that are
providing relief and emergency
services to the victims such as
Save the Children, the
International Medical Corps and
others on the ground of Japan.
IPSF co-chairs and volunteers
from HSCF provided a short

presentation to our first and
second year pharmacy classes
about this. We showed a YouTube
video on the aftermath of the
earthquake in Japan. In addition,
we provided the class with some
relevant facts, such as, the
missing or dead body count at the
time and the speed at which the

Photos by Van Duong

Above: Homemade Thai Tea
Left: Donations Box for the Japan Earthquake Tsunami Relief Fund
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IPSF (Continued from page 5)

tsunami rushed through Japan
(about 600mph leaving Japan
citizens
no
time
to
run). Immediately following, we
passed around donation boxes
during class. Fellow colleagues
and faculty generously donated to
our cause.
Later that night at the Rho
Chi Talent Show, we gave a

N e ws C a psule
second presentation of our
efforts. Rho Chi allowed us to
pass around our donation boxes to
the audience that attended their
show. The second place winners
of the night, “Channel R-103”,
also kindly donated their
winnings to our relief fund. The
following day, IPSF and HSCF
volunteers sold home-brewed Thai
Tea for a $1 donation outside the
PHS and Rotunda.
Multiple

PAGE 6

students donated as much as $20
for one cup!
The willingness to help and
the generosity of our students and
faculty never ceases to amaze me
here at UOP. Because of our
efforts as a whole, we were able to
collect $710.82 for Japan in as
little as three days! Thank you
very much to everyone that
helped out!

CSHP (Continued from page 4)

Photo by VNCares

CSHP members taking blood pressure screenings during Pacific Family Health Fair

added to the excitement of the
night and challenged CSHP
members to be more involved.
Additional opportunities were
shared on how to participate in
CSHP, the new Grass Roots
Advocacy program, and the Pacific
Family Health Fair in which
CSHP was involved in recently.
In an effort to bring health
screenings targeting low income
families, CSHP participated in the
annual VN CARES’s sponsored
Pacific Family Health Fair. The
annual event was held on March
6th at St Luke’s Catholic Church
in Stockton. CSHP aimed to cross
cultural and language barriers
and bring health issues forward to

Spanish and Vietnamese speaking
community. CSHP members with
the supervision of preceptors and
the board members took blood
pressure readings for patients and
consulted them on lifestyle
changes for people with
hypertension. CSHP also took the
opportunity to spread information
about their AWARE Project. The
patient education poster garnered
good responses amongst patients
abou t the proper use of
antibiotics.
Carmelita Zevon, 57,
has
been coming to the Pacific Family
Health Fair for 3 consecutive
years. She comments, “I am very
impressed with the event,

especially regarding the
screenings. I was able to have my
blood pressure read and they
clearly explained to me what the
blood pressure readings meant. I
also was very impressed with
the… [Poster]…I didn’t know that
there’s times you can’t use
antibiotics. “
But CSHP doesn’t just help
patients it also offers new
opportunities for its members for
academ ic an d pro fe ssio n al
advancement. Professional Affairs
Chairperson Evelyn DaMate
Senga spearheaded the CSHP
Symposium with guest speaker
Dr. Laura Morodomi.
Dr.
Mo rod om i is the Clinical
Operations Manager and
Residency Coordinator of Kaiser
Permanente Central Valley. She
talked about strategies to become
a successful applicant for
residency programs. Her easy and
understandable lecture helped
CSHP members understand the
do’s and don’ts for residency
applications.
CSHP-Pacific is continuing to
grow as an organization. To learn
more about and stay updated with
CSHP-Pacific, its goals, and board
members
please
visit
www.pacific.cshp.org. CSHPPacific always welcomes new
ideas from its members
because…….we appreciate you!
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NCCCP Winter Semester Update
Xiao Wen (Lisa) Jiang, Abby
Kurtz, Yukiko Noda, Kaylyn Pham
NCCCP Co-Chairs

Hello everybody! With the end
of the winter semester quickly
approaching and finals creeping
up, we wanted to share what
NCCCP has been doing lately. On
March 7th, we had a Waste
Management Outreach Event at
Green Brothers Pharmacy in
Stockton. Waste Management is
a great way to educate the public
about proper and safe disposal of
unused and expired medications.
Thank you to the 1st year
volunteers for all your help. We
greatly appreciate your interest.
Look for upcoming outreach
events at Green Brothers
Pharmacy next semester. Your
NCCCP Co-Chairs are working
hard
to
provide
more
opportunities for all 1st and 2nd
NCCCP (Continued on page 8)

Left: Kaylyn Pham at
VNCARES Pacific Family
Health Fair on March 6th
2011.

Below: Anthony Maher
and Yulee Chang, 1st
year pharmacy students
at Waste management
event on March 7, 2011.
Photo by Robert Chirk

Photo by Xiao Wen Jiang
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When Dreams Become Reality—NCPA Spotlight:

John Ortego
Clara Chia
NCPA Co-Chair of Professional Affairs

Where do you see yourself
after pharmacy school? Are you
journeying through a residency?
Are you fostering an educational
environment in academia? Do you
see yourself managing your own
pharmacy? J o h n
Ortego,
PharmD, class of 2006, current
owner of an independent
pharmacy in Sacramento, knew
where he was headed the moment
he entered pharmacy school.
Upon founding the Pacific-NCPA
chapter in 2004, he went on to
dominate the national NCPA
Pruitt-Schutte Live Business
Plan Competition in 2005 with
his three teammates.
They
submitted the winning business
plan of a pharmacy spa, which
later became his very own
Parkside Pharmacy.
I had the opportunity to visit
Parkside Pharmacy this semester
with Dr. Ed Sherman’s elective
class, Opportunities in Pharmacy.
If I hadn’t seen the name
“Parkside Pharmacy” decorating
the exterior of the store, I
wouldn’t have known that it was
a pharmacy. What caught my
eyes were the bright pastel colors,
dainty gift sets, and blue flowers
NCCCP (Continued from page 7)

year students who are trained to
participate. We want to thank
Green Brothers Pharmacy for
giving us the opportunity to host
these Waste Management events
in their medical building.
In addition to our Waste
M a n a g e m e n t P r o j e ct s , w e
continued Stroke Prevention
Education at the PDC
Multicultural Health Fair and the

hanging from the ceiling.
Furthermore, the fragrance of
candles made me think I was in a
gift shop.
However, traveling
past the gifts, kids’ toys, books,
and make-up, I finally saw rows
of OTC products and then the
pharmacy counter.
But going
even further to the back of the
p h ar m ac y , I n o t i ce d t h e
compounding window and a
waiting area. In addition to all
these services, there was a
separate room for aesthetic
purposes including eyebrow
threading and facials. Everything
was so eye-opening – I had never
imagined combining all these
things together in a pharmacy:
compounding, skin spa, and gift
shop.
All of this emerged from a
simple business plan. There’s no
doubt that it took plenty of
research and willingness to take
risk, but Ortgeo put his heart and
mind into getting what he wanted
(not to mention, finding the right
resources). Now, two years since
opening day, his average scripts
per day have been rising and his
own salary is over $100,000 per
year.
As an entrepreneur, Ortego’s
advice for rising business stars is
to first create a viable business

VNCARES Pacific Family Health
Fair in March. Thank you to our
volunteers. Also, we are currently
working with Dr. DeGuire to
develop magnets that patients can
take home with them containing
valuable information such as
signs and symptoms of stroke and
contacting 911.
We hope to begin collecting
data for our research project using
th e N IO X MINO Asth m a

model. Every task and detail
should be outlined and completed
for start-up, midway, termination
[and Plan B for bankruptcy].
Then ask yourself where you
want to be in two years, five
years, and ten years. When you
reach those checkpoints,
determine whether you’ve met
your goals.
I was truly impressed by
Ortego’s store – it was an
inspiration to see a pharmacy
entrepreneur achieving his goals
and living the life he wanted
through perseverance and hard
work. He is happily married with
three children and practicing
pharmacy the way he envisioned
healthcare should be. When I put
myself in Ortego’s shoes, I
imagine that’s what it’s like to be
living the life you wanted. He
works six days a week, and his
contribution to the community
includes an upcoming Mother’s
Day tea time event. After several
years of planning for hypothetical
events, his business plan is now
tangible in his hands.
Although getting the grades may
seem like the only important
thing right now, take a step back
to look at the big picture. You
may be surprised to see what you
can accomplish.

Inflammation Monitor ®. We are
currently awaiting approval on
the IRB form we completed and
submitted with the help of Dr.
Patel. Look out for volunteer
opportunities in the coming
semesters, where you will have an
opportunity to help measure nitric
oxide levels of asthma and COPD
patients to see how much
inflammation is present in their
lungs.

N e ws C a psule
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SECTION II
Pharmacy School Committees
ACS Brings Sunshine Through The Rain
Cynric Cho
ACSC 2nd Year Co–Chair

Although it’s only been a few
weeks since the last update, the
co-chairs of the American
Cancer Society Committee
(ACSC) have still been keeping
busy, closing off the semester
with a couple of events. Besides
attending the many health fairs
throughout this busy semester,
ACSC has attended Linden
Elementary School’s annual
Family Health and Science
Night, as well as the annual
Relay for Life here at our very

own school! At the Family
Health and Science night, our
co-chairs set up a station to help
explain the importance of sun
safety and proper use of
sunscreen to the kids, while
informing parents about how to
maximize the effect of their
sunscreen while minimizing the
price they would have to spend
on protecting their children and
themselves from burning.
To end off the semester,
ACSC set up a team to attend
our local Relay for Life on the
DUC lawn. Although it’s still in
its early stages, the results are

American Cancer Society

9-10

Kimberly Cheng & Everett Yano

American Heart
Association

9-10

AHA Co-Chairs

American Lung
Association

11

Children’s Awareness
Committee

11-12

Drug Awareness
Committee

12- 13

Legislative Committee

13

Operation Diabetes

14

Operation Heartburn

14- 15

Rho Chi Honor Society

14-15

VN CARES

ACS (Continued on page 10)

Hearts Go Out to the Community

Section II

Rotations Committee

proof of its potential to grow
even more for the future.
Despite the rain, that didn’t
hinder Thomas J Long School of
Pharmacy from sending out its
pharmacy students to walk the
track….and seek shelter from
the rain. Overall the event was
a success, raising over
$28,000.00 for the American
Cancer Society, and hopefully
in the years to come, turn out
will be even greater, with even
more money raised.
The next semester will
quickly be upon us, and as such

17
17-18

In 2006, over 81 million people
had at least one form of
cardiovascular disease. With such
staggering statistics, AHA has
worked on developing a new form
that provides information to those
who attend our health fairs.
These forms allow patients to
have a better understanding of
their health. With new genderspecific forms, AHA can now
calculate each patient’s chance of
having an event, such as heart
attack or stroke, within the next
10 years. After screening the

individual’s cholesterol, blood
pressure, and health history,
his/her risk is calculated and
explained.
AHA has been able to use the
form at quite a few events this
semester. It had its initial debut
at the Modesto Health Fair near
the end of the fall semester and is
now used at all the health fairs.
This semester, AHA was able to
participate and utilize the form in
the Black History Health Fair,
PDC Multicultural Health Fair,
Pacific Family Health Fair, as
well as the PDC-KY Joint Health
Fair.
AHA (Continued on page 10)
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Photo by AHA

Above: Katherine Yip screens
a patient for cholesterol.
Right: Julie Na and Luan Nguyen help a patient.
AHA (Continued from page 9)

In the next few months, we
have a lot planned! One event
we will be attending is the
Children’s
Awareness
Carnival on April 29, where
we will be teaching children
about heart health and how
the heart works. On the other
end of the spectrum, we will

be attending health
fairs such as the
NCPA
Women’ s
Health Fair on May 21, where
we will be screening and
teaching adult women about
their health. We invite all of
you to come out to learn and
check-up on your health.
As the semester comes near
to its end, AHA will be

Photo by AHA

training students for the
Asparagus Festival. AHA will
be helping out the CSHPPacific at the festival from
April 15-17, so don't forget to
stop by and bring your family
and friends!

ACS (Continued from page 9)

ACSC plans to continue
participating in health fairs
coming up very soon. With the
sunny weather coming more
steadily, sun safety will become
more of a topic to cover in
addition to enlightening the
public about techniques for
self-examination and about
cancer, continuing to utilize the
committee’s newly purchased
breast, testicular, and prostate
models. Look forward to more
relaying for life (this time in
elk grove), and more
celebrations, namely PURPLE
PARTY!
Photo by Cynric Cho
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ALA: Smoking Cessation Streak
Nathan Wong
ALA 1st Year Co-Chair

Since the last update, the
American Lung Association has
been keeping busy at the
multiple health fairs, providing
smoking cessation and smoking
prevention counseling at the
Black Family Health Fair, Phi
Delta Chi Multicultural Health
Fair, and Phi Delta Chi –
Kappa Psi Health Fair. As

usual, we and our volunteers
informed the public through our
poster, handouts, and
conversations about the risks of
smoking and urged them to
help those that they knew to
quit smoking. We would like to
take this time to thank
everyone that has helped us
during these events, especially
our volunteers, and those who
put the events together.
Our plans for the near future
are to do the YMCA

presentation that was written
about our last News Capsule
article. Due to delays from the
school we have now planned it
for late April. We will also be
participating at the Annual
CAC carnival this month. We
here at ALA have exciting
events that we are either
developing or plan to
participate in. We encourage
everyone to continue working
hard and keeping your lungs
healthy!

Hula Hoops, Relays, Balloons and High Blood Pressure
Sabrina Cho
CAC 2nd Year Co-Chair

The Children’s Awareness
Committee
celebrated
American Pharmacists Month
by going to elementary schools
and sharing the exciting world
of pharmacy with children.
T h r o u g h ou t t h e m o n t h ,
committee members visited
Spanos, Pittman, and Hong
Kingston Elementary Schools
in the Stockton Unified School
District to share what
pharmacists do with over 200
children, ranging from those in
kindergarten to the 8th grade!
The presentation began
with a brief introduction of
what pharmacists do. A
volunteer was called up to
perform a skit called “The
Pathway of the Prescription” in
which the volunteer acted out
how an ailment results in a
bottle of medicine in their
hands. Many of the students
knew
where
to
find
pharmacists, (CVS, Walgreens)

Photo by Eileen Min Kim

Some volunteers playing a game teaching them about blood flow, plaque and
high blood pressure.

but didn’t know much else!
Volunteers went on to
explain some of the different
types of medicines, such as
insulin, antibiotics, and
inhalers. In addition, the
committee emphasized the

importance of getting influenza
immunizations and following
the pharmacists’ directions
when taking medicine, and why
you shouldn’t come to school
when you’re sick.
CAC (Continued on page 12)
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CAC (Continued from page 11)

At the
end
of
the
presentation, the committee
asked the children, “How many of
you
want
to
become
pharmacists?” Although only a
few raised their hands, hopefully
the presentation has gotten them
thinking about pharmacy more!
The teachers asked to stress the
importance of being in school and
going to college, so the committee
encouraged them to study hard,
go to college, and strive to become
whatever they want to be!
We
hope
that
our
presentations got some of the
kids excited and thinking about
pharmacy and how important it
is to be careful with medicine.
And if at least one child who
originally had no plans of high
school or college began
considering it in their future, we
couldn’t be happier!

Photo by Eileen Min Kim

The CAC Co-Chairs with some of the children from Spanos Elementary
School afterschool program.

March Madness with DAC!
Jerline Hsin
DAC 2nd Year Co-Chair

March Madness was literally
what the month of March was
for DAC, with an event or two
every week, ranging from MTM
in
Stockton
to
Lodi,
participating in VNCares
Pacific Family health fair,
focusing on poison control for
elementary school students at
ACSC's Linden Elementary
science fair, educating children
on germs, antibiotics and
prevention, and most notably,
presenting Generation Rx at
Cesar Chavez, a local high
school.
Generation Rx is an

initiative developed by Ohio
State University with the
support of Cardinal Health
Foundation. It aims to stem the
tide of self-diagnosing, selfprescribing youngsters and
adults and the abuse and
misuse of prescription drugs by
presenting facts, scenarios, and
what we can do to combat this
growing problem. The gist of
the presentation highlights
shocking statistics:
1. The abuse of prescription
drugs exceeds that of
cocaine, hallucinogens,
inhalants and heroin
combined.
2. Every day, approximately
2,500 teens abuse a
prescription painkiller for

the first time.
3. Many teens incorrectly
believe that the abuse of
prescription medications is
a safe and non-addicting
alterative to "street" drugs.
4. I n
many
states,
unintentional drug overdose
is now the leading cause of
accidental death, exceeding
those caused by motor
vehicle accidents.
During the presentation, we
demonstrated the relevance of
the problem through several
stories; Ryan Haight’s Vicodin
overdose when he was a 4.0
GPA, college bound, 18-year-old
senior; the mother who gave her
younger son a bedwetting
DAC (Continued on page 13)
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Photo by Jerline Hsin

Hong Huynh (2nd year cochair) with high school students Generation Rx
Family Feud
DAC (Continued from page 12)

medication prescribed to the
older son, which resulted in a
drug accumulation and death of
the younger son; the Stanford
freshman who committed
suicide after self-diagnosing
depression and self-prescribing

P r o za c fr o m a n o n l i ne
pharmacy; and various other
personal examples. Storytelling
proved to be very useful in
helping the student retain
information, as we saw in our
Generation Rx Family Feud
game.

PAGE 13

Generation Rx Family Feud
is played exactly like the real
Family Feud, with the questions
straight out of the presentation,
and instead of the buzzers, we
had a water bottle for them to
grab. The students got really
into the game, snatching the
water bottle from each others’
hands and agonizing on the
sidelines when it wasn’t their
turn but they knew the
answers. Often times, the
students gave examples and
applications from the stories
rather than from the lists in the
presentation, demonstrating,
really, the power of anecdotes.
In the future, we plan to have
more
Generation
Rx
presentations, building on our
experience at Cesar Chavez, in
advocating for a safer, healthier
generation of teens, stemming
the tide of prescription misuse
and abuse, and championing
ideals for smarter studying and
smarter goals.

Painting Faces One Child at a Time!
Disa Patel
Legislative Committee Co-Chair

On behalf of the Legislative
committee, I would like to thank
VNCares for hosting such a
wonderful health fair a couple
weeks ago. The Pacific Family
Health Fair was a great
experience since there was a
great turnout. Usually the LEG
Committee has an informational
booth on the risk factors related
to cardiovascular diseases.
However, this year, we decided
to change it up a little bit and
have some fun by doing some
face painting for the children

while the parents read our
poster board. Children were
really excited to get their faces
painted, even though some of the
children requested difficult
things that none of us knew how
to paint! Overall, the health fair
was a huge success and
hopefully it will be as successful
next year too!
On another note, we had
roughly twenty or so students
attend and represent our
university at the APhA Annual
Meeting held in Seattle. Disa
Patel and Corinne Payne,
second-year and first-year
legislative committee co-chairs,
attended as the voting delegates

for the school. During the
meeting, pharmacy schools came
together to vote on important
policies that they feel should be
implemented into the practice of
pharmacy. The annual meeting
was also a great opportunity to
network and meet students from
different pharmacy school from
across the nation!
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Operation Diabetes– Staying Busy!
Erin Boos
OD 1st Year Co-Chair

As we approach the end of
the semester, Operation
Diabetes committee is still
actively involved in numerous
health fairs. During the month
of February, OD participated in
both the annual Black Family
Health and Heritage Health
Fair on campus, and the 2nd
Annual PDC Multicultural
Health Fair. OD has kept busy
during this last semester by
attending the numerous health
fairs being put on by our fellow
committees. So far in March, we
have participated in the
VNCARES Family Health Fair,
the PDC and KY Joint Health
Fair, as well the Drug
Awareness Committee’s MTM
event in Lodi. We also worked
with CSHP at the Asparagus
Festival on April 15-17, where
we offered blood glucose
screenings to the public.
Aside from our active

participation in health fairs,
OD has been working on our
7th Annual Operation Diabetes
Symposium. The symposium is
set to happen in May, with the
exact date TBA. At this time,
we are still looking for a

speaker who can educate us on
the topic of diabetes. As soon as
a date and speaker have been
arranged, we will spread the
word around campus. We look
forward to seeing you all there!

Photo by Manda Tien

Pharmacy students Candace Chan and Nicholas Lau filling out paperwork
at the DAC brown-bagging event in Lodi.

From Seniors to Children...
Joseph Mishreki
OH 2nd Year Co-Chair

On March 8, 2011, the first
year co-chairs of Operation
Heartburn Committee decided to
go about a different method of
consultation. Our continued
attendance at health fairs was
definitely enjoyable, but we
wanted to branch out to the
community more. The Vintage
Senior Citizen Home opened up
the opportunity of presenting to
a group of elderly. Though we

were very limited on the
resources that the senior citizen
home could provide, we made a
presentation, nonetheless, with
a display board and flipping
notecards. With only three
seniors in attendance, the
presentation was very intimate
and personable. The patients
could ask any questions they
had of concern with nutrition
and heartburn. With a local CVS
pharmacist precepting the
event, any questions that could
not be answered by the student
interns were directed to the

pharmacist.
Some of the common drugs
that the patients discussed were
Omeprazole and Protonix.
Protonix is a common heartburn
remedy that is distinguished in
the patients taking a lot of
medications. This drug, in
particular, does not have
contraindications and is thus
favored among the elderly with a
vast list of drug consumption.
After a successful event and a
nice study break (if I may add),
the co-chairs of Operation
OH (Continued on page 15)
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OH (Continued from page 14)

Photo by Correen Tsui

First year co-chairs of Operation Heartburn Committee, Dina Hoang
(left) and Joseph Mishreki (right), giving a thumbs up before their
presentation at Vintage Senior Citizen Home.

Heartburn Committee are very
much interested in continuing this
r o u t e o f b r an ch ing t o t h e
community. By planning out a
presentation with Children’s
Awareness Committee, we are now
ready to take on the challenge of
youth education. Because heartburn
is not exceptionally common in
children, our focus for the event tied
with CAC is to discuss nutrition, and
the benefits of having a healthy diet.
Even if we help just one person
through these events, whether it be
a child or senior citizen, our goal
would be maintained, in that, one
less person can live a life free of the
limitations and stresses of heartburn
while also carrying on a healthy
lifestyle.

What happens at the Talent Show…
doesn’t stay at the Talent Show
Tami Ogino
Rho Chi Secretary

With the overwhelming
talent in this year’s Talent
Show, it is safe to say that the
entertainment was nothing
short of spectacular! Besides
the amazing singing and
dancing performances put on by
the first- and second-years, we
were lucky enough to hear the
singing talents of Dr. Guo and
Dr. Smith. Later in the night,
we also got to witness the
dancing and hip-shaking
abilities of Dr. Patel when Lani
Le gave him a brief Tahitian
tutorial during her performance.
It really was awe-inspiring to
watch both our classmates and

professors command the stage as
if they were destined to be
performers
instead
of
pharmacists! In addition to the
show’s acts, our fabulous
emcees, Taya Malone and Erik
Speck, provided a comedic act of
their own throughout the night.
Erik was even able to show us
how to “dougie” with the help of
first-year Ricky Patel, and Taya
showed off her free-styling
skills.
The winners of the talent
show were as follows:
• 1st place - "Back at One"
performed by Elbert Mock,
Daniel Lieu, & Nader
Toussoun
• 2nd place - "Channel R-103"
p er fo rm ed b y M ar l yn

•
•

Nicolas, Elbert Mock,
Lindsay Noriega, Kin Lam,
Nader Toussoun, Henry Lee,
Nathan Wong, In Kang, &
Daniel Lieu
3rd place - "I Want to Love"
performed by Elizabeth
Chang
Best fraternity performance
- Rho Pi Phi Pledges with
"Subconscious Pharmacy"

Although no one entered the
costume contest dressed in the
glitz and glamour of Las Vegas,
two separate groups dressed up
as the ‘Blue Man Group’ faced
off for the title of ‘Best Costume’.
After the humor and irony of
the two look-alike groups
Rho Chi (Continued on page 16)
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Rho Chi (Continued from page 15)

competing against each other
wore off, the winner was
declared to be the Blue Man
Group representing from Rho
Pi Phi.
A g a i n ,
a
h u g e
congratulations to all of the
winners!! Thank you so much
to all of the performers who
clearly invested a significant
amount of dedication and time
into creating your acts – you
made the Talent Show another
incredibly successful one!! A
huge thank you also goes out to
our sponsors, Tom Bui and
Walgreens, and our judges,
Drs. Abood, Patel, and Guo.
Lastly, thank you to Taya and
Erik for being amazing emcees
and providing us with great
entertainment between the
performances.
We hope
everyone enjoyed the show as
much as we did!
Reminder: If you would
like help in any of your classes,
please don’t hesitate to sign up
for tutoring! Our tutors are

Photo by Florence Tan

The winners of the Talent Show! – Elbert Mock, Daniel Lieu, & Nader
Toussoun performing “Back at One”

more than willing to help in
any way they can. To sign up
for tutoring dates, sign up is at
http://www.supersaas.com/sche
dule/RhoChi/1st_Year (for first

years) and for second years at
http://www.supersaas.com/sche
dule/RhoChi2/2ndYear.

Photo by King Yee Law

Rho Pi Phi pledges performing their winning fraternity act, “Subconscious Pharmacy”
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Hurry Up and Wait
Michelle Nunes
Rotations Committee Co-Chair

With the semester rapidly
coming to a close, and with 2nd
years having chosen their
rotation regions, all that is left
to do now is wait for the
respective
regional
coordinators to contact the 2nd
years with further instruction
and information. What does
this mean for the Rotations
Committee? This means we are
focused on next semester’s big
events!
Coming to you live from the
Rotunda, sometime during the
week of May 9, will be our
annual 3rd Year Student Panel
hosted by your very own 1st
year Rotations Committee Cochairs, Jon Schmidt and Amy

Kurian! Our lovely 3rd years
will be back on campus for grad
week, and some of them have
graciously volunteered their
time to answer all of your
questions regarding the 3rd
year experience and their
insights regarding their
regions. This will be the time
for 1st and 2nd years alike to
gain some insider information
on what to expect, where to
live, and what electives to
take—so don’t miss out on this
wonderful opportunity!
The Rotations Committee
Co-chairs will also make an
appearance at the CAC
Children’s Awareness Carnival
this spring. We will continue on
in our tradition to educate the
kiddies about hand-washing
and proper hygiene through a
simple, yet fun, hand-washing

game race. Our plan is to
incorporate facts about germs
and the importance of handwashing in preventing those
germs from causing illness. We
anticipate this event will be as
entertaining and successful as
it was last year, and we can’t
wait!
That’s all for Rotations
Committee for now. Stay tuned
for updates regarding the 3rd
Year Student Panel in future
issues. And as always, if you
have any questions, the
Rotations Committee Co-chairs
are here to help. You may
contact us by e-mail: Michelle
m_nunes1@u.pacific.edu, Ben
b_wang1@u.pacific.edu, Jon
j_schmidt4@u.pacific.edu, or
Amy a_kurian@u.pacific.edu.

A Successful Pacific Family Health Fair
Lac-Thu Ho
VN Cares Publicity Officer

The VNCARES Pacific
Family Health Fair was held
on March 6, 2011 at the St.
Luke’s Catholic Church. Set
up began a day prior to the
event, and with more than
enough manpower, it took only
3 hours to complete. Over 40
tables were set up and we
made sure the set up was
according to the directory
printout. A VNCARES first
year officer, Katie Nguyen,
stated, “The purpose of the
event is to serve the Stockton

community
and
its
surrounding cities like Lodi,
mainly the underserved and
uninsured with free health
services.
In addition to
providing the free services for
adults, we also put forth effort
in promoting learning and
education in students from
kindergarten to 12th grade.”
There
were
different
ed uc ational boot hs f or
different disease states such
as heartburn, gout, cancer,
cardiovascular disease, HPV
and HIV/AIDS, arthritis,
stroke, and pertussis. Other
educational booths included
H ow t o Eat Healt hy,

Antibiotics, OTC and Drug
Disposal, Folic Acid, and
Syringe Disposal. There were
also informational booths such
as Anthem Blue Cross, AAA,
Prenatal Care Outreach,
Carrington College, California
Telephone Access Program,
Head
Start
Child
Development, and many
others. Provided to patients
were free dental hygiene,
blood pressure, blood glucose,
bone
mineral
density,
cholesterol, hearing and
memory loss screenings and
eye exams. Moreover, many
people had the opportunity to
VNCares (Continued on page 18)
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VNCARES (Continued from page 17)

Photo by VN CARES

Dr. Nancy Deguire prepared the certificate as Stockton city councilman,
Dale C. Fritchen, announced one of the winners of the Essay and Art
Contest.

get a flu shot for $10. Despite
the rainy/wet weather, the
event attracted over 500
participants, with each
participant leaving with a
better understanding about
their health.
Tina Tran,
another first year officer
stated, “We were able to
screen more than 400 patients
who otherwise would not be
able to receive these services
elsewhere. We were able to

let patients become more
aware of their health while
letting us see more of our
community.” There were 190
people who received the
cholesterol screenings, 130 for
blood pressure, 100 for blood
glucose, 80 for bone density
and 30 people received a flu
shot.
Peet’s Coffee generously
donated coffee for volunteers.
There were about 150 UOP

student pharmacists who
performed screenings and
educated patients about
health information, 20 more
volunteers were from UOP
undergraduate and UC Davis,
12 pharmacists to oversaw the
event, and 20 different
vendors. The Stockton city
councilman, Dale C. Fritchen,
was present to announce the
winners to the annual Essay
and Art Contest. Many of the
children were excited as they
were participating in the
scavenger hunt to win prizes.
Face painting was another
popular booth for kids as
many kids were seen with
amazing pictures on their
face. Lunch was provided for
each of the volunteers,
pharmacists, and vendors.
The event ended at 2pm and
clean up lasted until 3:30pm
that afternoon.
We hope to make the next
year’s Pacific Family Health
fair even more successful than
this year with more vendors,
participants, volunteers and
pharmacists participating.
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SECTION III
Professional Pharmacy Greek Organizations

Fraternalism at its Best
Elisa Ta
PFC President
Kappa Psi, Lambda Kappa
Sigma, Phi Delta Chi, and Rho Pi
Phi fraternities have dedicated a
month’s time from February 22nd
to March 18th to pledging, and
they are proud to collectively
welcome nearly seventy new
undergraduate and graduate
members into their cults of
brotherhood.
Although each fraternity upholds
different values, fraternalism is
one value that they all share.

Beyond fraternalism within
individual fraternities, Kappa Psi
and Phi Delta Chi joined forces to
deliver health services to
approximately fifty members in
the Lodi community on March
20th. Through a collaborative
effort, brothers from both
fr a te r nit ie s bo ls te re d t hei r
interfraternal relationships
through planning and executing
the event, and more importantly,
through overcoming obstacles
together.
"A big obstacle that came up
the day of the health fair was the
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weather. We originally planned
on having part of the event
outside, but it was windy, rainy,
and cold, so we had to change the
layout completely at the last
minute.
With the combined
PFC (Continued on page 20)

Tau Wow!
Samuel Ekren
KY Gamma Nu Regent
On behalf of the brothers of
Kappa Psi, we would like to
introduce you to the Tau Class:
Albert Tasmin, Alex (Anh-Hao) Vu,
Andrew Seong, Anil Mallya, Brian
Wong, Christopher Sanine, Jason
Nam, Jason Hung, Jasper Moon,
Joseph Song, Kenneth Kumar,
Kenny Wang, Manvir Chauhan,
Matthew Cho, Melvin Lal, Michael
Tran, Ryan Louie, Tim Tong,
Truman Ly, and Utsav Patel. As
following with recent trends, 5 of
them come from our 1st year class
and the remaining from across
campus. These 20 fine gentlemen
over the course of 4 weeks have
morphed from complete strangers to
the best of friends. They should all
be proud of their accomplishments
thus far but also not forget that the
best times in Kappa Psi are yet to
come. We have high hopes and

Photo by Tim Tong

Tau Class’s rock painting managed to survive the night.

anticipate big things from them as a
pledge class and as individuals.
I believe the unanimous highlight
of the whole process has to be the
Rho Chi talent show. Long nights

and early mornings of grueling
practice precluded the show and
everyone involved gave their best
effort. The only requirement we
KY (Continued on page 20)
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leadership of both Kappa Psi and
Phi Delta Chi, the event was able
to be changed at the last minute
very efficiently." - Frank Sasaki,
Phi Delta Chi.
Each fraternity brought an equal
number of booths to the event.
Kappa Psi provided a basketball

KY (Continued from page 19)

gave them was to incorporate our
time honored and traditional
anthem: “My Girl” by The
Temptations. It was pleasing to see
them work as a group to brainstorm
and create an act of their own. Each
person had ideas to bring to the
table and when completed the final
product was completely theirs to be
proud of and enjoyed by all those
who came to see it performed.
Although they didn’t get the top
prize, they were winners in all of
our eyes. Afterwards, we all
proceeded to Denny’s to get some
midnight grub and recap on the
night. I suspected I was going to
have to share some encouraging
words with them to boost their
morale, but as it turned out I didn’t
have to. They came together as one

N e ws C a psule
booth for children, syringe disposal
education, and a bone marrow
drive in collaboration with a
vendor, whereas Phi Delta Chi
provided an arts and crafts booth
for children, and education on
pertussis and allergies. In addition,
non-affiliate volunteers provided
services including but not limited
to bone mineral density; dental

and the night was a laughter-filled
dinner amongst friends sharing
funny stories and experiences. It
was at this point that I realized
they had learned the true meaning
behind the pledging process. It is
not about the difficult task ahead of
you or the final goal, but rather the
journey together and supporting
each other despite the situation.
As Regent, it has been quite an
experience for me to go through this
process with such responsibility and
to have each of these guys look up
to me as I had looked up to my
Regent Allen Ho while pledging. I
ho pe t he y r e me mb e r t he i r
experiences and never forget to
make time for each other outside of
class work and business. I feel
comfortable knowing the future of
Kappa Psi will be in capable hands.

PAGE 20

hygiene; blood glucose screenings,
and education on topics such as
gout, heartburn, and folic acid.
For a first joint event, this effort
truly echoes the sentiment of
fraternalism and serves as a healthy
example of interfraternal
relationships in a positive and
professional manner.

Photo by Thai-Son Nguyen

Chris Sanine serenading a Kappa Psi
Sister during the Tau Class Rho Chi
Talent Show Performance

Phi Delta Chi: Healthy and Active
Vicki Lau
‘

PDC Public Relations Co-Chair

This month, Phi Delta Chi (PDC)
hosted its 2nd Annual Multicultural
Health Fair. Located at the Calvary
Presbyterian Church in Stockton,
Phi Delta Chi educated many
community members about various
disease states such as hypertension,
diabetes, and pertussis. Not only did
brothers of Phi Delta Chi attend,
many other students from our
pharmacy school also attended to
help with booths that gave free
cholesterol screenings, blood
pressure screenings, as well as
various health related informational
b o o t h s . PDC (Continued on page 21)

Photo by Vicki Nguyen

Phi Delta Chi brothers Leslie Kim and Daniel Salas at the Phi Delta Chi
and Kappa Psi Joint Health Fair.
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Photo by Niki Saqueton

Congratulations to the newly initiated brothers of Phi Delta Chi from the pledge class of Spring 2011!
PDC (Continued from page 20)

Other community vendors booths
included acupuncture and massage
therapy to natural medicines. It
was a great way for people of the
Stockton community to be more
aware of their own health as well as
how pharmacists can help them
improving their quality of life.
Phi Delta Chi also teamed up
with the brothers of Kappa Psi to
host the first ever joint health fair.
This health fair was located in Lodi
and was open to the entire
community. Not only did this
health fair promote hospitable
relations between the brothers of
both Phi Delta Chi and Kappa Psi
(KY), it also helped inform the
residents of Lodi about pharmacy
and various disease states. The
health fair was a huge success as it
proved the advantages of the joint
effort of brothers from two different
pharmacy fraternities. Together,
PDC and KY were able to provide a

free, fun and educational means of
showing the residents of Lodi the
importance of healthcare.
While being actively involved
professionally, Phi Delta Chi also
boomed socially this month as well
by being actively involved in the
annual Talent Show hosted by the
Rho Chi Honor Society. Several
brothers including Nathan Wong,
Ashley Rummel, Stacie Gao, and
Daniel Wang performed in both
individual, duo, and group acts in
the talent show. Through singing,
dancing, and acting, Phi Delta Chi
brothers showed extreme diversity
and talent. Brother Nathan Wong
along with his group won first place
with a singing skit about retail
pharmacy! Congratulations to
Nathan Wong and his winning
group as well as to the other
brothers who spent the time to
practice and prepare for their acts
in the talent show! Everybody did a
tremendous job.

Lastly, this month Phi Delta Chi
had the honor of introducing fifteen
new brothers into their fraternity
from the pledge class of Spring 2011.
Congratulations to the newly
initiated brothers: Irene Andrada,
Bryan Brassfield, Michelle Bui,
Jagmeet Chauhan, Beeta Mahdavi,
Sila Ozdemir, Creighton Pinney,
Sam Rydell, Kelly Sams, Matthew
Saqueton, Nichole Saqueton, Megan
Shimada, Krystal Tai, Hien Tran,
and Nicholas Vu! We are more than
proud to see such great students
become a part of their family and
looks forward for the many future
years of good memories full of fun
and brotherhood. The newly
initiated brothers more than
deserved their new titles as brothers
after three long grueling weeks of
pledging to show their dedication to
Phi Delta Chi.
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Our Little Family Has Grown

Spring 2011 New Member Orientation

Tiffany Lorenzo
LKS Corresponding Secretary

fraternity and as a family. Our
pledge class also did a stellar
performance of the Three Little
Lambs skit in the talent show.
Sisters screamed as all the girls
danced like stars on the stage.
Pledging ended with a bang as we
closed with our initiation ceremony.
In the midst of pledging we also
held our annual Women’s Week.
The week started out with the first
years giving an informative
presentation on ovarian cancer.
We then had numerous speakers
in the following days including Alex
Caspero who spoke about nutrition
and health, Dr. Rahimian who
spoke about the number one killer
of women cardiovascular disease,
and ended the week with a rape
prevention speech by the Women’s
Photo by Jenny Pham
Shelter of San Joaquin.
Coach
Delgado also held an activity for a
fun self-defense class that the
sister’s look forward to every year.
Joseph, Jessica Chu, Kelsey Reese,
We hoped that all the students
Tami Tu, Claire Park, Yvi Le, who attended our events benefited
Christine Cao, Nhu Anh Le, and and have become more informed
Shayal Dao. Also thank you so about the health issues faced by
much to our amazing pledge moms women.
Suah Kang, and Tami Ige. Not only
The sisters also had time for
did they organize all the events but some fun in all the chaos. We all
they led the pledge class to headed to a social event in
complete the NMO process and Sacramento at Sky High. The room
become closer as sisters.
was made up of many trampolines
New member orientation has that really made the sisters work
filled our time this past semester. up a sweat as well as an appetite.
We all enjoyed the many bonding
After jumping around and working
events that brought us closer as a those legs, we sat down to a nice
dinner at BJ’s to end
a great day. As finals
roll around we had
our last meeting of
the semester, said
goodbye to our old Eboard, as well as
elected
our
new
leaders. The past Eboard did an amazing
job and have led us
through a successful
year. We can’t wait
for the next semester
Photo by Jenny Pham
to begin.

This has been a very busy
semester of the lambs of LKS. As
finals roll around and new member
orientation comes to a close, the
sisters say goodbye to all the fun
events of pledging and hit the
books. First of all, the sisters of
LKS would like to welcome our
nineteen new members into our
family. We are very proud of all the
work the new members
have put into the new
member
orientation
process, and want to
congratulate them for
doing an excellent job at
all our events as well as
at the Rho Chi Talent
Show.
We’d like to
send a shout out to all of
them: Allison Tang,
Anna Nguyen, Bethany
Eng, Ashley Choi, Jenny
Pham, Tiffany Riley,
Katie
Ngo,
Jessica
Women’s Week Self-Defense Class. LKS sisters and Coach
Leong, Jacklyn Chong,
Delgado
Janice Fong, Jennifer
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Bringing Home the Trophy!
Lam Huynh
RPP Rope Links Reporter
As the semester slowly blossoms
into spring, what better way to
welcome this change than with an
umbrella and some active spirit?
Events line up one after another.
The first event that welcomes the
second half of the semester is the
Rho Pi Phi Girls’ and Guys’ Night
Out social, held on Saturday
February 26th, 2011. Planned by
Social Chairs Antoinette Dinh and
Brian Arriola, the event is
essentially a warm get-together of
the brothers. Nails were painted,
board games were played, and
endless laughter was shared!
When March finally came around
the corner, Rho Pi Phi brothers
participated in the Pacific Family
Health Fair held at St. Lukes
Church, planned and organized by
VN Cares. Held on March 6th, 2011,
brothers participated in the health
fair that lasted from 10 am to 2 pm.
Two booths set up provided
education about over-the-counter
medications and proper drug
disposal methods. Brothers helped
to answer questions that

community members may
potentially have regarding drug
effectiveness, usage, and disposal.
The brothers also provided
recommendations for patients, such
as taking calcium supplements if
their bone mineral density reading
indicated increased risk for weak
bones. Some patients even shared
long conversations with the
brothers for clarification.
On March 16th, 2011, Rho Pi Phi
brothers competed in the Rho Chi
Talent Show of 2011. Old actives
ha d a n o ut s t a nd i n g da nc e
performance titled, “Hush Now,
Love Somebody with a Million
Grenades.” What’s more, the new
Vanadium Class won the first place
fraternity award with their
“Subconscious Pharmacy” skit and
musical! They brought home a
proud trophy! Brother Elisa Ta also
demonstrated an elegant
performance with her Peacock
Dance. Her animated depiction of a
peacock captured the breaths of
many throughout the Rotunda. On
the other hand, brothers Mai Tran,
Long Vo, and Kenny Cheng
competed in the costume contest as
the Blue Man Group. More than

anything, they captured the
attention of numerous eyes the
minute they entered the room.
Painted up in blue, no wonder the
Rho Pi Phi Blue Man Group won
first place!
Furthermore, on March 22nd,
2011, Rho Pi Phi welcomed the new
Vanadium Class of Spring 2011 into
the big family! As the Calaveras
River floods up with rain, Rho Pi
Phi brothers overflow with pride!
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Brother Diane Vu engaged at the OTC
and Drug Disposal booths.
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The Vanadium Class in the midst of performing.
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The Rho Pi Phi Blue Man Group wins first place!

